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Abstract: Microstructure, tensile properties and fractography have been examined, in the oil quenched 

samples of a low-alloy ultra-high strength 4340 steel. Intergranular fracture was revealed to locate at the 

fracture origin. However, neither the quenched Charpy V-notched impact samples nor the tempered tensile 

samples showed such intergranular fracture behavior. The effects of loading rate and precipitation are 

discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In developing high strength steels, it has been found that the carbon content in the steel is very 

important to the steel strength and toughness. With increasing carbon, the strength and hardness increase, 

but the toughness decreases, and the ductile to brittle transition temperature increases [1]. In order to 

develop low alloy ultra-high strength steels, with reasonable toughness, a medium carbon content is usually 

used, in the range of 0.2-0.6 wt.%. Other alloying elements are added to such medium carbon steels, such 
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as Cr, Ni, Mn, Mo, and Al, with their total content lower than 5%. This can increase the hardenability 

during quenching and refine the grain size. 

The microstructure of ultra-high strength low alloy steels is usually designed to be a mixed structure, 

consisting of martensite laths strengthened by dislocations, carbide precipitates, and a small amount of 

residual austenite. This is achieved by quenching and low temperature tempering heat treatments, to 

maintain some toughness [2]. The 4030 steel is a superior low-alloy ultra-high strength martensite steel. It 

can reach an ultimate tensile strength higher than 1800 MPa, after tempering at around 200°C, but its 

fracture toughness KIC is only 57 MPa.m-1/2. 

In general, ultra high strength low alloy steels have relatively low cost, and thus are widely used, for 

examples for airplane landing gears and specialist bearing parts. However, because of their high strength 

and relatively poor toughness, brittle fracture can be a problem. This paper investigates the brittleness 

[3,4,5], in a tempered ultra-high strength low alloy martensitic steel, and the cleavage fracture phenomenon. 

Discussions are also made in relation to carbide precipitation in the martensitic steel. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The composition of the experimental 4340 steel is given in Table 1. The steel was melted in a vacuum 

induction-melting furnace and then forged in bars with diameter of 14 mm. Both P and S contents were 

strictly controlled to benefit the toughness.  

 

Table 1 Chemical composition of the ultra-high strength 4340 steel, in wt.% 

C Mn Si Cr Mo Ni O N S P 

0.47 0.97 0.32 1.08 0.27 1.69 0.0047 0.0034 0.0033 0.0018 

 

Before the machining of any testing specimen, steel samples cut from the bar were subject to 

austenitizing at 850°C for 30 min and quenching in oil. Some of them were then tempered at 200°C for 90 

min, and the others were directly fine machined for testing. The heat treatment schedules of the 4340 steel 

are given in Table 2. The tensile specimens had a gauge diameter of 5 mm and gauge length of 25 mm. The 

Charpy V-notched samples had the dimension of 55 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm. Both tests were carried out at 

room temperature. 
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The microstructure of the 4340 steel was observed by using light microscope (LM) and transmission 

electron microscope (TEM). The fracture surfaces of the broken samples were observed under a scanning 

electron microscope (SEM). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Microstructure and Tensile Properties 

Fig. 1 presents the typical LM microstructure of the 4340 steel after oil-quenching and low 

temperature tempering, showing a fully tempered martensite microstructure. The microstructure under 

TEM observation is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the tempered martensite microstructure of the 4340 

steel mainly consists of lath martensite and dispersed ε-carbides with a lamellar shape of about 0.1 µm in 

length. 

The tensile test results of the 4340 steel after various heat treatments are given in Table 2. The strength 

was decreased and the ductility was improved after tempering. 

 

Table 2 Heat treatment schedules and tensile properties of 4340 steel 

Heat treatment 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 

Tensile strength 
(MPa) 

Elongation 
(%) 

Reduction of 
area (%) 

850°C (0.5 h), oil-quenching 1767 2451 3.2 2.8 

850°C (0.5 h), oil-quenching, 200°C 
tempering (1.5 h) 

1686 1966 11.2 45.7 

 

 

Fig. 1. LM microstructure of the 4340 steel oil-quenched from 850°C and tempered at 200°C. 
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Fig. 2. TEM photographs of the 4340 steel oil-quenched from 850°C and tempered at 200°C. (a) Lath 

martensite; (b) ε-carbides. 

 

           

  
Fig. 3. Tensile fractography after 850°C/0.5 h, oil-quenching. (a) Macrograph of the fracture surface; (b) 

quasi-cleavage fracture; (c) origin of cleavage fracture; (d) intergranular crack at the origin. 
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Fig. 4. Tensile fractography after 850°C/0.5 h, oil-quenching, 200°C tempering for 1.5 h. (a) Macroscopy 

of the fracture surface; (b) microscopy of dimple fracture. 

 

Fractography 

The fracture surfaces of the broken samples were observed under SEM. The fracture surfaces of the 

tensile specimens of the steel after oil-quenching and oil-quenching followed by 200°C tempering are 

shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The fracture surface of the former sample exhibited remarkable 

quasi-cleavage fracture behavior. Moreover, when the cleavage rivers were traced back to the fracture 

origin, as shown in Fig. 3(a), it was found that there were intergranular cracks (Fig. 3(d)). Tracing back 

river patterns and fracture surface etching have shown new initiation mechanisms [6]. Quite normal 

cup-like shape fracture was observed on the surfaces of the tempered samples (Fig. 4). In many other steels, 

the center of the fracture surface was mainly characterized by the cup-like dimpled rupture [7]. 

Fig. 5 shows the fracture surfaces of the Charpy V-notched impact samples of the steel. The fracture 

surface of oil-quenching sample (Fig. 5(a)) exhibited a cleavage feature rather than the intergranular 

fracture observed on the tensile samples. Quasi-cleavage feature was observed on surfaces of the 200°C 

tempered sample, as shown in Fig. 5(b). These may be compared with typical fractograph taken from the 

fractured surface of a Charpy impact specimen, of a V-added AISI 4335 steel, tempered at 480°C [8]. 
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Fig. 5. Fractography of impact test samples. (a) Oil-quenched sample with cleavage fracture; (b) 

oil-quenched and 200°C tempered sample with quasi-cleavage feature. 

 

Oil Quenching and Tempering 

As shown in Fig. 3(d), there is obvious intergranular fracture at the origin on the fracture surface of the 

quenched samples. Consequently, the ultra-high strength 4340 martensitic steel quenched without 

tempering is brittle. It is well known that martensite is a highly internally stressed microstructure [9] due to 

the excess carbon trapped interstitially during quenching. 

However, when the samples were tempered even just at a low temperature of 200°C, the ductility could 

be completely changed. No brittleness occurred to sample at first subject to oil-quenching and then 

tempered at 200°C, as shown in Fig. 4. This means that, if the samples were tempered even just at as low a 

temperature as 200°C, the ductility will be completely changed. It is well known that many factors can 

affect the ductility regardless of chemical composition. 

There was a very significant change in microstructure after tempering, carbide precipitation [10]. 

During the tempering, carbides, mainly ε-Fe3C, would precipitate, as shown in Fig. 2. Such precipitation 

was discussed by Wang et al. [11] and Lee et al. [12]. It is clearly shown that the worm-like ε-carbides are 

about 100 nm long and 10 nm wide. 

 

Effect of Loading Rate and Microscopic Notch 

No sign of intergranular fracture was observed on the surface of either the oil-quenched or the 

as-tempered Charpy impact samples, as shown in Fig. 5. However, for the tensile test, the loading rate was 

relatively low. Brittle fracture was observed in the origin of the fracture surface, with the characteristics of 

intergranular fracture, as shown in Fig. 3(d). 

(a) (b) 
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We suspected the pre-existence of microcracks after quenching. However, if there were microcracks, 

the strength could not be beyond 1500 MPa. In addition, if there were microcracks, the fracture 

origin should be derived from them, which should show us some previous crack characteristics at the origin. 

Generally, the microcracks due to quenching should be at the surface of the tensile samples, so the 

fracture origin should be at the surface. However, in our results, the origin is at the subsurface or at the 

corn. Lastly, if there truly were some cracks, they should still be there after tempering. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, the brittle fracture behavior of a low-alloy ultra-high strength 4340 martensite steel was 

investigated in the present work and the following conclusions could be reached. 

(1) The fracture surface of the oil-quenched tensile samples shows characteristic of intergranular 

fracture at the fracture origin. 

(2) Brittle fracture could be completely avoided by tempering even at as low a temperature as 200°C 

for a short time as 1.5 h. The ε−carbides are precipitated. 

(3) Loading rate plays a significant role. A lower loading rate such as tensile test than a higher loading 

rate such as impact test facilitates the intergranular fracture. 
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